Home Theater Industry Professionals Rave
More than 300 home theater designers, installers and integrators from across the country and Canada
came to see Modulus Media Systems debut at the CEDIA 2016 home theater conference. We asked for
their honest feedback, and the response was incredible. In overwhelming numbers, the industry affirmed
the need for Modulus, its price point (many said it was too low!) and its unique feature set:
Timothy Farley
Houston High Definition
Texas
“As an integrator, I'm often faced with making
many different "boxes" work together seamlessly. Modulus provides a great solution by
combining high capacity media storage,
playback and streaming in one easy to use
platform. In addition, Modulus can provide
cable service as well! Modulus is an
intelligently thought out product that will
provide simplicity and performance an
increasingly cluttered marketplace.”
Dennis Awad
Zack Electronics
California
Your product is great and many of the
residential and commercial systems
integrators to whom we sell would be
interested in it. The M1 seems intuitive and
the prompts were clear. We have been
in business since 1931 and have many
customers that I know would be
interested in your product.”
Russell Smith
The Big Picture AV
Florida
“Our clients are going
to LOVE Modulus. I hope we
can be part of the beta testing because I want
to see all that this product can do. It will really
appeal to high end clients who want the quality,
but it’s also a solution for the $5,000-$10,000
system client who will love its all-in-one input.”

Randy Winters
ProTech Agencies
Vancouver, BC
“I have been attending CE trade shows for
over 30 years and every year I hope to find
one "jewel;" this year, in my opinion, that
jewel is Modulus. I come from the sales and
distribution side of the industry and I am
positive that with the right team in place
Modulus will be a huge success.”
Ron McIntosh
Artisan Home Technologies
Texas
Modulus provides a one box solution that
contains everything you need to have a sourcerich home entertainment experience that is
simple enough to operate for even the most
technologically challenged clients due to the
intuitive remote control provided with the unit.
It also contains many other features that you
will not find in any other products, like the
ability to record streams of internet video as
one example. Simply put, Modulus is a fantastic
idea to simplify today's home theater and AV
installations.”
Chris Wissa
Audio Video Concepts
North Carolina
“This is very impressive. This is a product the
market has been wanting for a long time.
Putting a high end DVR with a Blu-ray player
and this UI is quite an engineering feat. Price
is right, and margins are right. I’m just mad I
couldn’t buy one at the show to take home!”

